Extreme multi-label text classification (XMTC) addresses the problem of tagging each text with the most relevant labels from an extreme-scale label set. Traditional methods use bag-of-words (BOW) representations without context information as their features. The state-ot-the-art deep learning-based method, AttentionXML, which uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) and the multi-label attention, can hardly deal with extreme-scale (hundreds of thousands labels) problem. To address this, we propose our HAXMLNet, which uses an efficient and effective hierarchical structure with the multi-label attention. Experimental results show that HAXMLNet reaches a competitive performance with other state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Extreme multi-label text classification (XMTC) addresses the problem of tagging each document with the most relevant labels from an extreme-scale label set. For capturing context information, long-term dependency and the most relevant part for each label, the state-of-the-art deep learningbased method, AttentionXML [7] is proposed. AttentionXML used a recurrent neural network (RNN) with a multi-label attention. For given context inputs h i ∈ R n , multi-label attention gets output as follows:
where α ij is the normalized coefficient of h i and w j ∈ R n is the so-called attention parameters. However, AttentionXML cannot handle extreme-scale datasets.
In this paper, we proposed HAXMLNet, keeping label-wise attention and using a probabilistic label tree(PLT) [2] for solving extreme-scale datasets. Experimental results show that HAXMLNet reaches a competitive performance on two extreme-scale datasets with other state-of-the-art methods. Directly using AttentionXML [7] can hardly deal with solve extreme-scale multi-label classification (with hundreds of thousands labels) due to its model scale (can't put in GPU memory) and computational complexity (slow training and prediction). For solving classification with extreme-scale labels, we proposed an efficient and effective method, HAXMLNet, which also uses label-wise attention with a PLT to reduce the model scale and computational complexity during training and prediction as follows:
1. We partitioned all labels into g groups. The difference of size among each group is less than one. Each label j belongs to only one group G(j) as its father node, which is called group label for label j. We add a root node as father of all group label and construct a PLT with height of 3 (including root node).
2. For each training sample, we generate its group labels, which are all group labels of its raw labels. Using group labels as target labels, it's still a multi-label classification problem, but notice that the size of group labels are | L g | times smaller than the original raw labels. We train an AttentionXML called HAXMLNet-G with these group labels.
3. We use all labels in groups of each training sample as its candidate labels. Obviously, candidate labels of each sample includes its all raw (positive) labels and some negative labels. We train another AttentionXML named HAXMLNet-L by using these candidate labels only. During training process, we calculate attention and loss scores only with these candidate labels. The loss function of HAXMLNet-L is given as follows:
where C(i) is the candidate labels of i th sample, y ij andŷ ij are the ground truth and predicted probability, respectively. Note thatŷ ij is a conditional probability because we used a P LT and we already know that G(j) is a truth group label of sample i. The expectation number of candidate labels for each sample is the average number of group labels per sample (no more than the average number of raw labels) timing the group size, which is much smaller than the number of all labels. We also use a number c=1000, if candidate number of this sample is larger than c, we only keep c candidate labels randomly.
4. During prediction, for a given sample, the predicted scoreŷ j for j th label based on probability chain rule is as follows:ŷ
whereŷ group G(j) is the predicted score for the group G(j) by AttentionXML-G, andŷ label j is the predicted score for the j th label by AttentionXML-L. For the efficiency of our model, we only predicted the scores for labels in top k=10 groups.
5. If complexity of AttentionXML-G is still too large, we can use the above algorithm on this multi-label classification problem recursively.
Here we train two AttentionXML models (HAXMLNet-G and HAXMLNet-L), but notice that the complexity of both HAXMLNet-G and HAXMLNet-L are much smaller than AttentionXML against all raw labels directly. If the scale of HAXMLNet-G is still too large, we use this algorithm recursively because training HAXMLNet-G is also a multi-label classification task.
Inspired by Parabel [5] , we use a similar top-down hierarchical clustering to constructing a PLT rather than random construction. This clustering approach divided a label clustering into two clusters with a balanced k-means and repeated recursively until the size of all clusters smaller than a given leaf size. Different from Parabel, we only keep the leaves of this tree as its clustering result. Now we can solve extreme-scale datasets by label-wise attention efficiently. 
Experiments

Dataset
We used two extreme-scale multi-label datasets benchmarks: Amazon-670K and Wiki-500K (Table  1 ). All these datasets are downloaded from XMLRepository 1 .
Evaluation Metric
We chose P @k (Precision at k) and nDCG@k (normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at k) as our evaluation metrics for performance comparison, since both P @k and nDCG@k are widely used for evaluation methods for multi-label classification problems. P @k is defined as follows:
where y ∈ {0, 1} L is the true binary vector, and rank(l) is the index of the l-th highest predicted label. nDCG@k is defined as follows:
nDCG@k is a metric for ranking, meaning that the order of top k prediction was considered in nDCG@k but not in P @k. Note that P@1 and nDCG@1 are the same. Table 2 and Table 3 show performance comparison of HAXMLNet and several state-of-the-art methods on Amazon-670K and Wiki-500K respectively. Note that Parabel here used 3 trees while HAXMLNet only used 1 tree. On Wiki-500K, HAXMLNet reaches the best performance on all experimental settings. Because of high sparsity of labels in Amazon-670K (the most frequent label only has less than 1,900 positive samples), performance of HAXMLNet is worse than DiSMEC and Parabel, but still have a competitive performance (better than PfastreXML).
Performance
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose HAXMLNet, a hierarchical label-wise attention network, which can solve extreme multi-label text classification efficiently and effectively. HAXMLNet uses a hierarchical structure with multi-label attention to reduce the scale and complexity of the state of the art method AttentionXML, and make a competitive performance with other state of the art methods like Parabel [5] and DiSMEC [1] . Future work will focus on the new algorithms to improve the performance on extreme-scale multi-label classification. 
